
Selective Spotlighting

Certainly?  
Well, certainly you could selectively spotlight some choice school creations, some 

revolutionary practices which had been making a recognized difference.  Certainly you could 
promote the theory that – well, should all low-income schools be exactly like one particularly 
selected charter/choice/voucher program or another:

Oh, you could save the world.  It was just that:
Well, wasn’t such thinking just a tad bit naïve?
Whether there was even the slightest possibility, in an increasingly diverse nation, that all 

schools, all parents, all students, all districts, all teachers, and all school personnel could, one 
day, somehow be exactly the same; all an exact mirror of the students, parents, communities, 
leaders, teachers and staff who momentarily existed inside one or another highly promoted 
educational program – well, thankfully no one had (as yet) quite had the daring to take on that 
bell-the-cat magical, but annoyingly difficult, concept.  

 And, although a few triumphant stories of a non-traditional academic success existed, 
and could, with a single-minded persistence, be particularly and repeatedly highlighted, very few 
reform promoters were willing to bring up the fact that – well, over time?  The most lauded 
“choice” success stories had become so profoundly reliant upon an added public funding, and an 
added grant or philanthropic money, that, in the process, schools like these had essentially been 
turned into expensively exclusive, privately funded institutions; programs which, along the way?

Had left the world of public school budget realities far, far behind. 
Nevertheless.  
You’d hear, over and over, and then over again – oh, about this great school.  
Or that exceptional program.* 
You’d see highly publicized Presidential promotions of one or another particularly 

successful school: Declarative choice-school promotions which assumed, on the part of the 
national audience, a passive acceptance of the now politically proffered choice/charter/voucher 
pathway to an unprecedented academic success.

However, as with any other market-manipulating publicity – truth?
Depended upon a particular understanding; an understanding that citizens (people like 

you; people like me) would simply accept the presented facts verbatim.  That, being busy, being 
disconnected, being fact deprived and schematically removed, we would do no personal 
research.  That, much like the larger society?  We would look no deeper as choice school 
advocates directed our attention to this particular school, or perhaps to that one.  Attentively 
funneled time and again, year after year the public focus was strategically led to selectively 
spotlighted programs where, for one reason or another, there had been a notable (if often short-
term and fleetingly recognized) success.  

Hooray choice, you’d hear, again and again.  
Hooray charters!  Hooray exclusive, limited-seat/limited-services small schools.  
Hooray, hooray!
What you did not hear?  What no choice promoter, nor big-money, self-selected 

educational expert neither recognized nor spoke about: The many, many, many innovated, 
invaded, changed, chartered, choice-deregulated and incessantly reformed schools where the 
word successful?  

Never surfaced at any time during a true-life program description.   



For each nationally recognized and highly acclaimed victory?
For each carefully selected and notably spotlighted (if often short-lived) “win?”  
There were, actually, double, triple, and even, in a few change-fanatic districts, quadruple 

failures.  
School programs which opened, ran amok, fell apart, forced the disinterested shuffling of 

teachers, exchanged administrators mid-year, lacked even a slight loyalty to proven disciplinary 
plans, obligated poorly matched and unknown curricula, forced an influx of inexperienced and 
unpracticed greenhorns, added no-students-allowed analysis and professional development days 
on top of already existing no-students-allowed analysis and professional development days – so 
much Big-Money-lucrative reform occurring, in fact, that along the way?   

No one was actually educating the children.  
Disastrous, chaotic programs; botched innovations calling out antagonistically for yet 

more “non-negotiable” invasions; muddled, disordered failures which, more than occasionally, 
left low-income, politically-irrelevant kids so far behind that – as they struggled to survive the 
“compassion” brought to education by an über-modern reform?  Too many, in fact, took an 
academic step backward.  For each especially choice-successful and assertively spotlighted child: 
two, three, four, and even five children correspondingly subjected to a disinterested, low-income 
guinea-pig chaos.†

Sit quietly; do the moral math.  
You might feel lonely.  Almost no one else?
Seems to be doing it.

*If you have become a fan of any particular “proven successful” big-name charter chain, be sure to do your 
homework.  If you take the time to look, you will find that no matter how big or impactful the name, each chain 
owns its own percentage of well hidden – and strategically never mentioned – short-term, student-handicapping 
failures.  (But hey; that’s okay.  Surely these were not your children?)

†While the original instigators of NCLB argued that their goal was to protect children from the “soft discrimination 
of low expectations,” critics note that this has apparently become the justification for implementing the hard 
discrimination of physically closing their schools and firing their teachers. (And for those who would argue that 
students living inside those communities hardest hit by poverty continue to need “better” schools: PLEASE STOP 
AND LOOK INTO the already more than a decade of previously instigated governmental and/or “philanthropic” 
invasions forced into/onto these very same neighborhoods.  Is it that our national economy has “accidentally” 
created this visibly overwhelming poverty, or that the past thirteen years callously bent to a test-score separating, 
heavily-regentrifying, school-closing “accountability” has forced our poorest citizens into an ever more notable 
isolation?)


